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In computer science, a dispatch table is a table of pointers to functions or methods.

How can I elegantly call a Perl subroutine whose name is held in a variable? is a good overview of the
different ways to implement Perl 5 dispatch tables.

I only use information from trusted sources to dispatch to non-anonymous subs. I don’t use Perl 5 dispatch
tables per se. The method I use prepends ‘ SUB ’ to command names to make sub names that are enforced
by culture to be the only sub names that begin with ‘ SUB ’. Since the input is always produced by trusted
software I don’t do any error checking for the right number of arguments, etc. I don’t use sub multimethods,
prototypes, or signatures in Perl 5—use Perl 6 for those.

See the next page for a Perl 5 example program.
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https://engineering.purdue.edu/~mark
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dispatch_table
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1915616/how-can-i-elegantly-call-a-perl-subroutine-whose-name-is-held-in-a-variable


The Perl 5 example program:

#!/usr/local/bin/perl

#

# See

# https://engineering.purdue.edu/~mark/blog/perl-5-dispatch-tables.pdf

# for more information.

#

# Use Perl 5, version 5.22 or newer.

use v5.22;

use strict;

use warnings;

use feature ’say’;

sub __SUB__add { return $_[0] + $_[1]; }

sub __SUB__divide { return $_[0] / $_[1]; }

sub __SUB__multiply { return $_[0] * $_[1]; }

sub __SUB__subtract { return $_[0] - $_[1]; }

# From

# https://stackoverflow.com/questions/1915616/ (continued on next line)

# how-can-i-elegantly-call-a-perl-subroutine-whose-name-is-held-in-a-variable

# If you use strict (and of course you do), you’ll need to do

# "no strict ’refs’" or just "use strict qw(vars subs)" to use

# ["$sub->(10,20)" -mark].

no strict ’refs’;

#

# Perform a command (a line of text).

#

sub perform

{

# Split the line of text into words.

my @word = split /\s+/, $_[0];

# Get the command name from @word and leave the arguments

# in @word. Prepend ’__SUB__’ (two underlines before and

# after ’SUB’) to the comand name.

my $sub = ’__SUB__’ . shift @word;

# Is the "__SUB__$sub" name defined?

defined(&$sub) or die qq/sub "$sub" is not defined/;

# Call the sub to do the command.

say $sub->(@word);

}

perform ’add 5 5’;

perform ’subtract 40 20’;
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